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Chapter 381 Transfer 

After finishing the phone call with Tony, Lin Rui carefully looked at his parents again. After making sure 

that they were resting, Lin Rui went back to his room and took a shower and changed into clean clothes. 

Ten minutes later, Lin Rui has gone out again. 

Before leaving his home, Lin Rui left a message on the living room table, telling his parents that he had 

gone to Tony so that his parents would not worry anymore. In fact, Lin Rui knew that not all of SHIELD’s 

people have evacuated from here and some people were lurking around to watch his family’s situation 

closely. However, Lin Rui will not mind this. The monitoring of SHIELD can ensure his parent’s safety. As 

for Hydra, Lin Rui did not believe that they would really dare to move against his family this soon again. 

Boom ~ Hoo ~ 

In this way, Lin Rui, who had just fought in a big battle had left in his little jeep without resting, he left 

just after the night came. Two blocks after leaving his home, Lin Rui drove his Jeep into a dark alley. 

Three minutes later, a black shadow stepped on a Hoverboard from another street to escape from 

surveillance cameras and rushed into New York’s skyline. 

When Lin Rui turned into Mirage Knight and rushed towards Tony’s beach house, other forces that were 

struck by Hydra’s power were also troubled. After all, the strength revealed by Hydra this time has far 

exceeded their expectations. 

Originally, whether it was Director Fury of SHIELD or Professor Charles of X-Men, they both wanted to 

talk to Mirage Knight of League of Defender. Because, from the beginning, Mirage Knight has shown that 

he had a very good understanding of Hydra. Although this incident was clearly beyond Mirage Knight’s 

expectations, they believe that Mirage Knight will definitely know more than they know at this moment. 

However, a single member of the League of Defender died in this battle and others were seriously 

injured. This made Professor Charles and Fury repress their urge to find Mirage Knight immediately. At 

this time, if they went to Mirage Knight, they were worried that they would get nothing. And their 

judgment just gave Lin Rui time to discuss things with Tony in advance. Lin Rui trusts Tony more than he 

trusts Professors Charles and Fury. 

So, ten minutes later, Lin Rui had stepped on his Hoverboard and came to Tony’s beach house which 

was also under close monitoring of SHIELD, Lin Rui generously put away his Hoverboard and entered 

Tony’s villa gate. As for the monitoring team of SHIELD, he didn’t care if they see him. 

Lin Rui has now figured out that he would not be able to keep his identity a secret for as long as he 

wanted. But once his plans with Tony are completed, it wouldn’t even matter if his identity is revealed. 

Right now, Lin Rui wants to keep this secret and does not want to be disturbed too much as his strength 

is not strong enough to dominate the earth. But, What about when Lin Rui’s strength is strong enough, 

would he even care about his exposed identity? By the time he is strong enough, SHIELD and other 

forces would not be able to do anything. 



“Mr. Jackson, Mr. Stark invites you to go to Lab # 3 in the underground.” After Lin Rui walked into the 

villa, JARVIS’s voice was heard. After Lin Rui walked into Tony’s villa, he removed his mask, and JARVIS 

did not call Lin Rui Mirage Knight anymore. 

Hearing JARVIS’s voice, Lin Rui’s eyes flickered. Today, JARVIS’s voice seems to be a little different. Lin 

Rui also felt that JARVIS was a bit different during the battle. Lin Rui felt it when JARVIS refused to 

accept Tony’s order to think silently. However, at that time, because of the fighting, his attention was 

highly concentrated and there was no time for him to think too much. Now that the battle is over, Lin 

Rui keenly feels that JARVIS is different. 

“It seems that JARVIS is also constantly evolving. No wonder Ultron became a fully functional AI and 

eventually become a villain in the movies. If an Advanced Artificial Intelligence is out of control, it would 

indeed be easy for it to cause trouble.” Lin Rui is aware of the changes in JARVIS but would not say 

anything, he believes Tony is also aware of this change. 

Moreover, the appearance of Ultron is related to the Mind Infinity Stone. In the original plot, the Mind 

Infinity Stone was obtained by Earth’s forces after Loki’s defeat. But according to the current situation, 

Loki should not come to the Earth with an army. In this way, the chance of the Ultron happening is very 

small. 

But Lin Rui neglected something, even if Loki does not come to the Earth with an army behind his back 

but some other things may happen to twist the plot. The emergence of Space Gem today is the best 

proof of that. Therefore, it is really unpredictable whether Ultron will appear or not. 

“Lab No. 3? Ok, Thank You J.A.R.V.I.S.” The thoughts in his heart appeared and disappeared in just a 

matter of moments and Lin Rui thanked JARVIS. 

“No need to thank me, Mr. Jackson. … And no matter how difficult the situation is right now, I believe 

you can do it.” As Lin Rui walked towards the basement, JARVIS’s voice continued to spread. Moreover, 

unlike previous formulaic answers and reminders, the current JARVIS encourages Lin Rui like a human. 

Lin Rui was stunned as he heard this sentence. He did not expect that his feelings of fear that he buried 

in the deepest depths of his heart would be recognized by JARVIS and that he would speak to comfort 

himself. 

Yes, at the moment when he saw the Space Gem, Lin Rui did not show anything on his face, but he was 

afraid and worried in his heart. He was worried that he didn’t have enough strength to destroy Hydra, 

and he was worried that he would be killed by all kinds of unexpected plots under the change of world 

power. 

When Deadpool ‘Died’, Lin Rui’s fear and weakness reached its zenith. During that time, Lin Rui even 

wondered if he was right. Was he right in completing the Mainline Quest of the system and become a 

Superhero? Lin Rui didn’t need to fight this way, but he challenged the system, again and again, 

challenging the original plot. The following quests also appeared under his various guidance. 

However, when the plot has been completely separated from Lin Rui’s memory, a feeling of fear 

appeared in his mind and exploded to the extreme today. However, Lin Rui’s mindset has changed since 

Deadpool proved to be alive and his parents were not hurt by the Hydra attack. He already knew that 

things had happened, and fear and powerlessness were not the attitudes he should have now. Only by 



constantly improving his own strength and fully exerting the power in his hands would allow him to fight 

against the more powerful enemies in the future. 

Therefore, after hearing the encouragement from JARVIS, Lin Rui suddenly raised his head and looked at 

a corner of the wall. “Thank you, JARVIS, I will try my best!” 

Dada ~ 

Then Lin Rui hastened towards the basement. 

… 

While Lin Rui was urgently looking for a solution because of the appearance of the Space Infinity Stone, 

a secret retreat was taking place in the underground base of Hydra in the western United States, far 

away from New York. After the previous Space Gate on the Golden Gate Bridge was destroyed, this base 

of Hydra was also damaged by many unstable attacks of the Space Gem. 

Buzz ~ 

In a top-secret room at the base, Red Skull was holding a pure black box with both hands. The box was 

opened and it contained a cube-like object which is larger than the ordinary Magic Cube, but it exuded 

pure blue light. This Magic Cube contains the Space Infinity Stone. 

“Magic Cube, the supreme treasure from the gods, as long as I have this, Hydra will never be destroyed.” 

Looking at the Magic Cube in the box, Red Skull’s horrified face showed a more fanatical expression. 

Card! 

Then Red Skull carefully locked the box. He needs to move on, and while it’s hard to find them here by 

providing that the Space Door was destroyed, there can’t be any hint of carelessness. This is also the 

reason why Red Skull has not been discovered for so many years. He is cautious enough. 

Chapter 382 Information Sharing 

After chatting with JARVIS, Lin Rui has arrived at the mysterious No. 3 laboratory on the ground floor of 

Tony’s seaside villa. This is not the place where Tony studies his Iron Man Armor, so only Lin Rui can 

occasionally come in here for a look besides Tony. Because, this is the laboratory where Tony researched 

Lin Rui’s E Grade Aero Space Warship, which is more worthy of attention than the Iron Man Armor that 

has been exposed. 

Dada ~ 

Stepping on the solid alloy floor in the basement, Lin Rui walked into the No. 3 laboratory and he saw 

Tony is standing at the center of the laboratory at this time. In front of him is a huge workbench which 

he was working on. 

Call ~ 

Hearing the movement behind him, Tony put down his hand and turned to look behind. 

“You came, are you okay? I’m sorry, about your friend.” Tony said when he saw the young man who was 

already standing behind him. 



Lin Rui was stunned to hear Tony’s words, but in the next second, he thought of what Tony said. Tony 

and others still thought that Deadpool was dead. No wonder nobody has bothered to disturb him now. 

They think that I am being sad at this time. Lin Rui couldn’t help thinking. 

“I’m okay. Also, Deadpool is not dead, but he was seriously injured and is now resting at the base.” 

Although Tony misunderstood something, Lin Rui knew he was concerned about himself, so he briefly 

explained. 

“It’s okay if you’re okay, then … um?! Deadpool is not dead?!” Tony was relieved when he heard Lin Rui 

saying he was okay, but when he heard the words after that, he felt like he is hearing voices and asked in 

surprise. 

No wonder Tony was so surprised. It was because the attack that rushed out of the Space Door was too 

powerful at the time. In the end, everyone relied on the joint force to push the attack back. No one 

thought that Deadpool who was attacked it would still be alive. 

“Well, Deadpool is not dead, he just needs time to recover.” Knowing Tony didn’t believe him, Lin Rui 

had to answer it again seriously. 

Hearing Lin Rui’s answer again, Tony stared at him for a while and he finally determined that Lin Rui is 

not lying to him, “Well, I’m really surprised. But, I believe you.” 

“By the way, you said on the phone that you had something to tell me about Hydra? What is it?” Tony 

didn’t ask more about the problem of Deadpool. Maybe there is a secret to Deadpool’s survival. What 

Tony is concerned about now is Lin Rui’s search for something important for him. 

“Well, it’s not just about Hydra that I’ve come to see you in such a hurry. If it was only Hydra, we 

wouldn’t need to hurry to complete the E Grade Warship. But now, with my newfound knowledge, we 

might not have any other choice.” Hearing what Tony said, Lin Rui said in a deep voice. 

“What’s the matter?” 

“Mr. Stark, do you remember the last time I told you about this world, about how there is more to the 

universe than just a human civilization on earth?” Lin Rui walked to the desk and asked quietly without 

answering Tony’s question immediately. As he asked, Lin Rui was operating on the huge screen of the 

workbench. 

“Of course I remember, otherwise, why do you think I’m trying so hard in making this Aerospace 

Warship? If we want to dominate the earth, it will be enough to rely upon the Iron Man’s army.” Tony 

replied doubtfully after hearing Lin Rui’s question. Although Tony spoke a little arrogantly in the last 

sentence, he is not worried as once his Magic Iron Man Armor and Venom Iron Man are studied out, 

they would indeed be enough to dominate the earth. 

“The threat we encountered this time was from a cosmic civilization outside the Earth. In today’s battle 

with Hydra, I discovered something that should not have appeared in Hydra’s hands, something that 

could bring disaster to the whole planet.” Without looking back, Lin Rui’s hands swiped quickly on the 

screen while answering Tony’s words. 



Listening to Lin Rui’s words, Tony’s eyes had also shifted to the screen in front of him. He saw that Lin 

Rui quickly outlined a three-dimensional picture of a vast starry sky on the screen, which roughly looks 

like the Milky Way. 

“A thing that shouldn’t have appeared? Will it bring disaster to the earth? You mean, that thing is now in 

the hands of Hydra, did they rely on that thing to create a Stable Space Door and created that powerful 

attack?” Tony asked after glancing at the stars on the screen. Of course, Tony now knows that the thing 

mentioned by Lin Rui should be in Hydra’s hands. 

“Yes, the thing in Hydra’s hand is called an Infinity Stone. In the whole universe, there are five others of 

the same level. They are the beginning of the universe …” 

Then, as Lin Rui manipulates the screen to evolve different stars as he explains to Tony the origins of 

Infinity Stones and their powers in detail. Of course, most importantly, Lin Rui gives Tony a sense of how 

these Infinity stones appeal to other Races in the universe, especially some super powerful god-level 

characters. 

As for the Space Infinity Stone in Hydra’s hands, Lin Rui is not so worried. With the current strength of 

Hydra, Lin Rui does not believe that they can really exert the full power of an Infinity Stone. Lin Rui is 

now worried that the Space Infinity Stone has been exposed and a threat from the universe will come 

for them. 

Under the influence of the Power of the World, Lin Rui no longer dared to expect the next thing to 

develop in the direction he wanted. Since Lin Rui cannot predict the next plot, he has to prepare for the 

worst, and it is best to prepare for it so that he will not be killed by the collapsed plot. 

Ten minutes later, Lin Rui’s hands and voice had stopped. On the screen in front of him, a magnificent 

picture of the cosmic sky was displayed in front of Tony. The starry sky map was drawn by Lin Rui based 

on the data provided by the system and it is more complete and more detailed than the galaxies 

observed by astronomers of the earth relying on various astronomical telescopes. 

Huh ~ 

“So, do you think that the earth will soon be attacked by other civilizations in the universe?” After 

hearing Lin Rui’s words, and then looking at the vast starry sky on the screen, Tony took a deep breath 

and asked seriously. 

“Although this is my personal judgment, I think that day is not far away.” Nodding towards Tony, Lin Rui 

answered seriously. Although the appearance of Infinity Stone does not mean that the earth will be 

discovered, Lin Rui can’t guarantee it. 

“I believe you! So, what are we going to do next? Although the E Grade Aerospace Warship can be 

manufactured, it still takes a lot of time if I am alone, and it would not be easy to keep it a secret. After 

all, the Aerospace Warship is not as small as an Iron Man Armor and it cannot be built in a basement.” 

After listening to Lin Rui’s answer, Tony asked solemnly. 

As for what Lin Rui said, Tony chooses to believe it unconditionally, the world is already crazy enough, 

and he doesn’t mind it being a little crazier. As for the E Grade Aerospace Warship, Tony does have 

some trouble. Stark Industries is a manufacturing industry that has a lot of secrets but it would be 



impossible for him to hide the fact that he is building an Aerospace Warship. Now Tony has only just 

made some parts that have not been noticed by people. Large machines have not been manufactured 

yet. 

“Yes, that’s why I plan to share this news!” Lin Rui answered while staring at Tony. 

Chapter 383 Decided 

Hearing Lin Rui’s answer, Tony’s pupils contracted as he obviously didn’t expect Lin Rui to plan that way. 

If they share this news, it means that Lin Rui and Tony’s secret alliance will have other people involved in 

it. In the end, Tony doesn’t know if he wants to do it or not. 

“Let SHIELD and X-Men also know the huge threats that the earth may face now, so our E Grade Space 

Warship can be manufactured out in the open without any opposition. And if we are supported by 

them, the manufacturing speed will also be improved by a lot.” Seeing that Tony was silent, Lin Rui 

continued. 

This is what Lin Rui thought of after discovering what Infinity Stone in Hydra’s hand would cause. Only 

by rapidly increasing the Earth’s armed forces several times can they counter various events that might 

threaten the earth in the future. 

Of course, if there are other ways, Lin Rui does not want more people to intervene in his secret plan 

with Tony. After all, up to now, there are not many people who can make Lin Rui fully trust them, not 

even Director Fury of SHIELD. However, under this threat, Lin Rui has no other way. 

After speaking, Lin Rui waited quietly for Tony to speak. After all, Lin Rui came to Tony as he needed his 

advice. No matter how smart Lin Rui is, he is just a person. It is normal that he might have overlooked 

some things. Besides, Tony might have better advice on this sort of thing. 

Seeing Lin Rui looking at him, Tony’s frown slowly relaxed. “Jackson, I know what you’re worried about. 

But do you really think that it’s a good idea to get this technology out there?” 

“The cosmic threats you’re talking about hasn’t really arrived on earth yet, and others, especially 

someone like Fury won’t necessarily agree with what you’re saying. After all, if I didn’t know you well, I 

wouldn’t have believed what you just said. In such a case, I don’t think that sharing E Grade Space 

Warship’s information is a good way, it will bring a lot of unnecessary trouble.” Before Lin Rui could 

answer, Tony had continued. 

“So, do you have any good suggestions? You just said that even you can’t build an E Grade Aerospace 

Warship while hiding it from everyone.” After listening to Tony, Lin Rui frowned tightly and then asked. 

Of course, Lin Rui knows Fury’s character. He just wants to let the SHIELD control and protect the earth. 

If he knows that Lin Rui and Tony have such a powerful armed technology, he may take some other 

actions. Even if Fury does not move upon Lin Rui and Tony for the sake of the overall situation, the 

World Security Council above him will not ignore this. They will not allow them to make weapons that 

are not under their control. 

“Jackson, what do you think of SHIELD’s Halicarrier?” Tony suddenly asked such a question without 

answering Lin Rui’s words immediately. 



“Hmm? SHIELD’s Helicarrier?! Do you mean? …” Lin Rui froze for a moment after hearing Tony’s 

question, and he remembers something. 

In fact, SHIELD’s Halicarrier has already been built. The reason why it has not yet officially entered 

service is that Tony’s large scale Anti-Gravity engine has not been completely rebuilt. In this way, 

SHIELD’s Helicarrier cannot fly into the sky when its power technology is not mature. If it falls from a 

high altitude, it would become a joke all over the world. 

However, Lin Rui, who had been following Tony’s experiments, knew that the large Anti-Gravity Engine 

had already been modified. Tony delayed delivering one to the SHIELD because he didn’t like them and 

the other reason was that he didn’t want a Helicarrier, a strategic weapon with a rapid global strike 

range, to appear early, which would have a counterbalancing effect on Tony’s Iron Man. 

But now, if what Lin Rui said is true, then it makes no sense to drag the large Anti-Gravity Engine’s 

delivery. He can deliver it to SHIELD as early as possible to allow their Helicarrier to serve early so that 

they can have a guarantee when the danger comes. 

“Yes, a complete Helicarrier, a Helicarrier equipped with a Large Anti-Gravity Engine. Although it is much 

worse than the Aerospace Warship of ours that would be able to fight in space and the atmosphere, at 

least, there would be some military support if the danger does come.” Seeing Lin Rui’s expression, Tony 

knew he had guessed it, so he said it directly. 

“Although the Helicarrier is good, it is still a lot worse. If the war really comes, it would not be enough to 

rely on the Helicarriers alone.” Although he understood Tony’s meaning, the combat effectiveness of the 

Helicarriers is limited, even if there are more then one, it will not work. 

“Ah! You don’t seem very optimistic about future disasters on earth!” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Tony said 

helplessly. 

Tony, who had no clear idea of ??other civilizations in the universe, could not imagine how powerful 

those civilizations would be and how many of them could destroy the existence of a planet on their own. 

As far as Tony is concerned, the current earth civilization is already very strong, as long as all the people 

on the earth are integrated together, it would definitely be a very powerful force. 

“It’s not that I don’t like the chances of earth, I just want to make sufficient preparations. I never 

underestimate the strength of the earth’s civilization, nor do I think the earth will perish in the future, I 

just want to minimize the damage.” Hearing Tony’s words, Lin Rui answered seriously. 

In Marvel World, the Earth is originally a protagonist on its own. Although it has always invited many 

disasters, it has always been able to remain intact in front of dangers. But what Lin Rui wants is not just 

remain intact in front of danger. He wants to minimize the damage to the earth, so as to ensure the 

safety of his family and friends. In Lin Rui’s idea, it is best to be able to block all the cosmic civilizations 

that threaten the earth away from the earth, and not let war spread to the earth’s surface. 

“Well, I know what you mean. Then, let’s make it public! However, it’s not open to other forces, we will 

only include the people we trust the most. As long as they understand what is happening on earth, they 

will support us.” In the end, Tony agrees with Lin Rui’s decision but he has some suggestions of his own. 



“Mr. Stark means … to set up another top-secret group, like the two of us?” Lin Rui also reacted quickly 

after hearing Tony’s words. 

Although Lin Rui is currently cooperating with SHIELD, X-Men and Earth Sorcerers, the most confidential 

matters are known only to him and Tony (Ancient One knows but he should not interfere), and this is 

also the beginning of Lin Rui’s decision to form an organization that can influence the entire world. Now 

listening to Tony, they need to add new members to the group. 

“Yes, power and strength have always been in the hands of a few people, we need to gather these 

people together.” Nodding his head, Tony answered seriously. 

Hearing Tony’s definite answer, Lin Rui was agitated, did his plan finally take a big step forward? Lin 

Rui’s confidence grew as he quickly placed enough candidates in his mind. 

The Ancient Sorcerer Order and the Ancient One who leads them has already known Lin Rui’s plan. He 

has expressed his position and he will provide some support for Lin Rui, but will not directly intervene. 

And Professor Charles of X-Men will definitely make the right choice for the future situation of Mutants, 

and the only SHIELD remains as a challenge. 

“Okay! Let’s do it then!” Lin Rui spoke with visible excitement on his face. 

Chapter 384 Seeing Again 

After another hour, Lin Rui walked out of Tony’s underground laboratory with a solemn look on his face. 

Lin Rui has discussed with Tony about what to do with Hydra the next time they face them. Of course, 

the most important thing is how to expand their top-secret group aiming to form a federation of the 

earth. After half a day of discussion, Lin Rui and Tony were only sure about two people. 

The two persons chose by Tony and Lin Rui are Captain Steve Rogers of the Avengers and the other one 

is Professor Charles of X-Men. Both Tony and Lin Rui did not like Fury’s style, so when they came to 

SHIELD, they directly passed by it, so the only candidate from SHIELD was Captain Rogers. The 

candidates from X-Men are also very simple, and no one can do it except for Professor Charles. 

However, although Captain Rogers’s status in SHIELD is not low, he’s still far behind the current Director 

Fury in terms of power and actual control of SHIELD. If Tony and Lin Rui want Rogers to use the power of 

SHIELD to help their plan, then they would still have to think of other ways, at least, they need to hide 

their intentions from that old fox, Fury. 

Of course, the World Security Council behind SHIELD is also a matter that needs to be resolved. For the 

last hour or so, Lin Rui and Tony have been discussing what to do with Fury and the World Security 

Council, apart from dealing with Hydra. In the end, Lin Rui and Tony agree that it would be best if these 

guys deal with each other. As for how to get the World Security Council to take action against Fury, this 

is what Tony will be planning carefully. 

Lin Rui is now leaving to find the X-Men and since he is ready to take a shot at Hydra and the Space-

Infinity Stone, it is important to make the situation clear to his allies, otherwise, there may be 

unnecessary casualties later. Moreover, Lin Rui will take this opportunity to test Professor Charles’ Will. 



After leaving Tony’s beach house, Lin Rui took out his Hoverboard and jumped on it. Anyway, those who 

were monitoring the house will not withdraw, and Lin Rui is too lazy to cover up anything, he doesn’t 

care even if SHIELD knows Mirage Knight’s whereabouts. 

In this way, Lin Rui quickly came to X-Men’s base camp on his Hoverboard. When Lin Rui arrived, the X-

Men was waiting for him at the entrance of the school. Although it was already night, the school was still 

very bright. 

Call! 

Jumping off from the Hoverboard, Lin Rui put the Hoverboard in his dimension pocket and walked 

towards the X-School. Facing Lin Rui was Storm, who flying and launching lighting at the Space Door on 

the Golden Gate Bridge today. 

“Mirage Knight, Professor Charles already knows that you are here, please come with me.” Walking 

towards Lin Rui, Storm nodded to Lin Rui and said directly. 

“Yeah.” Lin Rui didn’t talk nonsense and walked in directly behind Storm. 

On the way over, Lin Rui had already contacted Professor Charles, and briefly stated his purpose of 

coming here. As for the monitoring team of SHIELD that follows Lin Rui, after seeing Lin Rui enter the X-

School, they did not follow him up anymore. There has always been a tacit understanding between the 

SHIELD and the X-Men, and there is no need for them not to break it on their own initiative. 

Although SHIELD was not happy about Mirage Knight looking for Tony in the first time after the War and 

X-Men for the second time, Fury had no choice. He could never tie Mirage Knight over to his side. 

Moreover, Captain Rogers still has no intention of resting in his own home which is SHIELD. As for 

Daredevil, he’s not in the SHIELD right now, and Fury can’t hear anything from him. 

Dada ~ 

Not knowing Fury’s anxious thoughts inside SHIELD, Lin Rui has followed Storm to the secret basement 

of the X-School, where he talked secretly with Professor Charles last time. However, this time there is no 

Iceman, there is only Professor Charles and Hank are waiting here. 

Lin Rui was not surprised at Iceman’s absence. In today’s battle, it was the first time Iceman broke out 

with his whole power to block the power of the Space Infinity Stone so that Lin Rui had time to fight 

back. Of course, blocking the power of Space Infinity Stone, Iceman also paid a lot, he won’t be able to 

fight again for at least the next two months without any special circumstances. 

“Mirage Knight, you are finally here.” Sitting in a wheelchair, Professor Charles looked at the mysterious 

Vigilante approaching in front of him and said flatly. Unlike the last time when he saw Lin Rui, this time 

Professor Charles was clearly in a mood. 

“I’m sorry I haven’t come until now, but I did have important things to deal with. However, I now have 

more important things to talk with ‘You’.” Looking at the kindly professor Charles in his wheelchair, Lin 

Rui spoke earnestly. When saying this, he especially put some pressure on the ‘you’ word 

On the way over, Lin Rui has already talked to professor Charles. What he wants to talk to him this time 

is something that needs to be said between the two of them alone. It’s not that Lin Rui doesn’t believe 



or trust in Hank or Storm. It’s just that Lin Rui feels that Charles, as a leader, has to make decisions 

alone. 

“Mirage Knight, if it’s about Hydra, we don’t have to avoid it.” At Lin Rui’s words, Hank, the beast 

standing behind professor Charles, speaks. 

As the scientist of X-Men, Hank’s position in X-Men is only a bit lower than that of Professor Charles. In 

some big decisions, Professor Charles will respect Hank’s opinions. 

Seeing Hank’s expression, Lin Rui knows that he doesn’t think it is necessary for him to discuss 

something with professor Charles on his own. After all, Mirage Knight has the ability to block Professor 

Charles’s Mind Control (Phantom Suit’s mental defense, but only if professor Charles doesn’t use it), and 

Hank and the rest of them would be a little nervous when they’re alone. 

“Hank, I know what you’re worried about, and it’s not that I don’t trust you. But what I want to talk to 

Professor Charles about is not just Hydra, but the future of Mutants on the planet. If you have any 

questions after I have finished speaking with Professor Charles alone, you can ask Professor Charles. If 

he wants to tell you, I won’t stop him.” In order to reassure Hank, Lin Rui explained more. Only when 

they realize how important the information he has is will they value him. 

“Hank, you go out with the storm. Rest assured, Mr. Mirage Knight will do nothing to me.” Just as Hank 

was about to say something, Professor Charles waved his hand towards him. 

As the leader of X-Men, Professor Charles would be too weak if he didn’t have this kind of spirit. Of 

course, Professor Charles is also convinced that Lin Rui will not do anything to him. Most importantly, 

professor Charles can sense that what Lin Rui has just said is not a lie and that what he is about to say 

will indeed affect the future of Mutants on the planet. 

“Okay, we’re just outside the door.” Hearing what Professor Charles said, Hank didn’t insist anymore 

and he walked out of from behind the wheelchair after agreeing. 

Huh! card! 

A minute later, the metal door with a large X stamped on it slammed shut behind Lin Rui, leaving only 

Lin Rui and professor Charles in the underground laboratory. 

Chapter 385 Excitement 

Call! 

Half an hour later, a black figure rose from the X Academy and quickly disappeared into the night. From 

that familiar figure, it was Mirage Knight, who had just come over. However, it was only half an hour and 

Lin Rui should not have made things clear so quickly and it was not clear as to why he had to leave in 

such a hurry. 

When Lin Rui hurriedly flew on his Hoverboard and left the X Academy, Professor Charles was still alone 

in the underground laboratory. What Lin Rui and he spoke about just now shocked Professor Charles 

completely. Although Lin Rui suddenly received a message and left anxiously after half an hour but what 

Lin Rui told Professor Charles in the past half an hour was enough to completely change his worldview. 

Huh ~ 



When Professor Charles stayed alone in the basement, frowning and thinking about what Mirage Knight 

told him just now, two men had rushed in through the alloy code door that Lin Rui had just opened. 

They were Hank and Storm. 

Just now they saw the door open, and before they could respond, Lin Rui had rushed out quickly and 

then left the X Academy. If they didn’t feel that Professor Charles was fine, they would have stopped Lin 

Rui just now. However, Mirage Knight left so quickly that it surprised them. 

“Charles?” Hank asked seriously as he walked in front of Professor Charles with his serious expression. 

Mirage Knight left in a hurry and Professor Charles now has such an expression on his face. Hank has a 

hunch that Mirage Knight must have said something very shocking. 

Hearing Hank’s voice, Charles, who kept frowning and thinking, slowly raised his head and looked at 

Hank and Storm in front of him. Hank and Storm saw an expression in Charles’s eyes that they had never 

been seen before. It seems … there is something special in Charles’ eyes. 

“Hank, do you believe that the Mutants will one day be treated just like everyone else on earth. Or we 

will get more status and freedom?” Professor Charles suddenly asked this question while staring at the 

two X-Men in front of him. 

Hank and Storm are surprised to hear this question from Professor Charles. It’s not that it’s weird that 

Charles asked this question as these are the things that X-Men have been fighting for. But over the 

years, the X-Men have only managed to make life somewhat easier for Mutants on earth. 

Their recent cooperation with the League of Defender is only against Hydra, and it still requires a lot of 

effort to influence other forces around the world. And now when Professor Charles asks this question, 

he shows some enthusiasm in his heart. It looked as if he has foreseen the bright future of Mutants. 

“Charles? What did Mirage Knight tell you?” Hank asked worriedly without answering Professor Charles’ 

question. 

Professor Charles is the mind and backbone of the X-Men. If he gets unstable because of something, 

then X-Men will obviously become unstable in the future. Hank had only seen such fanaticism in Charles’ 

eyes when he was younger and they had just met for the first time. 

As for Storm standing next to Hank, although she didn’t speak, she was obviously worried about Charles. 

Professor Charles’s emotions are obviously different now. Did Mirage Knight do something? Otherwise, 

why did he leave so anxiously just now, Storm and the Hank couldn’t help thinking about it. 

Seeing Hank and Storm’s expressions, Professor Charles also found that his emotions seemed a little 

agitated. So he adjusted his emotions a little and suppressed the fanaticism in his eyes. 

“I’ve been trying to get Mutants to have the same rights as everyone else on the planet, but over the 

years it’s become clear to me that it’s almost impossible to do that. But what Mirage Knight has just told 

me gives me hope that it is no longer about improving Mutants’ future, but about turning our future 

around completely.” Rearranging his mood, professor Charles looks at Hank and Storm in front of him 

and said seriously. 

At this time, Professor Charles really seemed like the person he was back when he and Magneto formed 

X-Men to save the world. At that time, the young Charles also gathered a group of powerful partners 



who were committed to making Mutants get accepted in this world. At that time, Professor Charles was 

filled with enthusiasm, thinking that the world would accept them after they have saved it, but the 

reality let him down. The world was far more afraid of Mutants after they helped save the world. 

Of course, the information he received from Mirage Knight just now is not the same as what Professor 

Charles encountered, but this is a huge opportunity, an opportunity enough for the world to recognize 

the Mutants again. If Mirage Knight is telling the truth, then the future earth will be attacked by 

extraterrestrial civilizations. Then, when facing the enemies of the whole earth, Mutants, who are from 

the earth would be appreciated over the aliens as they are also earth people. 

Although there are still countless organizations on earth today, SHIELD is still fighting against the Hydra, 

and there are a lot of other forces secretly doing things with each other. But as long as the earth is 

threatened, these indigenous forces will either surrender or defend the earth as there is no third way, 

and the X-Men are clearly there to protect the earth. Against this background, Mutants’ acceptance by 

the rest of the planet is almost certain. 

Until then, if Mirage Knight’s plan to build an Earth Federation is successful, Mutants will be in a much 

better position. How could this not excite professor Charles, who had worked all his life for it? Almost 

immediately after Lin Rui proposed the plan, professor Charles decided to join in. 

“Charles, what exactly did Mirage Knight tell you? Is it related to Hydra? About Hydra’s Space 

Teleportation Technology and their powerful attack.” Hearing Charles, Hank and Storm were a little 

confused and finally, Hank asked. 

“Hydra? Huh! They are only a small hindrance to our future plans. Our future, the future of Mutants 

would not allow Hydra to exist!” Hearing Hydra’s name, Professor Charles’s eyes flashed with a cold light 

and he spoke in a deep tone. 

Lin Rui has not told Charles about the Space Infinity Stone yet, but they did talk about their plans to 

wipe Hydra from the earth. In the case of Infinity Stone, Lin Rui has to think carefully about whether to 

share this information with others. After all, it is a bug-level item that is enough for a person to gain 

unlimited power in an instant and Lin Rui himself is very tempted to gain it. 

Hank: “…” 

Storm: “…” 

At Professor Charles’ words, Hank and Storm became speechless. Professor Charles, who has always 

been known for his cool wisdom, laughs and is now in a frenzy of some kind, and neither Hank nor 

Storm knows why. Whatever Mirage Knight had just said to Charles, it seemed that Charles would not 

tell them about it so easily. 

… 

While Hank and Storm are in the basement of X-Academy and were puzzled by Professor Charles’s 

strange mood swings, Lin Rui is operating his Hoverboard and going all the way into downtown New 

York. Lin Rui left so anxiously just now because he received news from Jerry that the upgraded Winter 

Soldiers that had been knocked out by him had already begun to wake up! 

Chapter 386 Waking Up 



Hula ~ 

In the innermost area of ??the League of Defender’s base, this is the place where the stunned upgraded 

Winter Soldiers were locked. Now, two Winter Soldiers who were all seriously injured by Lin Rui have 

already awakened. One of them is Tom. 

Hula ~ 

The awakened Tom found that his equipment has already been removed and now his hands and feet are 

locked by the Adamantium alloy chain, even now Tom can’t break free no matter how hard he tried. 

However, Tom, who had woken up, did not break away, but just looked around calmly. As for the Winter 

Soldier who woke up two minutes behind Tom, he calmed down a little after trying to break free. It 

seems that he realized his current situation. 

Because Lin Rui let Jerry pay attention to Tom’s situation before leaving, Jerry had informed Lin Rui the 

first time they woke up and then hid to observe those people. Jerry knew that these people were Winter 

Soldiers from Hydra, and they were perfect super soldiers. 

However, for Jerry, this perfect super soldier is not perfect. If you only consider the value of force, these 

Winter Soldiers are enough, and their loyalty is 100% without question. However, these Winter Soldiers 

have an obvious shortcoming, that is, weak self-awareness. 

Although the flexibility of this upgraded version of Winter Soldier has been greatly enhanced compared 

to the rigid soldiers who have completely brainwashed before, it is impossible for them to achieve the 

level of full self-thinking similar to Captain America. After all, Hydra needs some obedient super-soldiers 

so they would lose something. 

However, compared to the other five Winter Soldiers, Tom’s self-consciousness seems to be much 

stronger. In the previous battle, Tom used Lin Rui’s concern for himself to attack Lin Rui. Maybe, in 

Tom’s memory, he still remembers some previous things, but he is being controlled by Hydra after 

brainwashing. 

Huh ~ 

After Tom and another Winter Soldier woke up, the remaining Winter Soldier also moved. Seeing this, 

Jerry realized that they will all wake up in a few minutes. Jerry, who was quietly observing these people 

in front of him was quite afraid. 

Dī Dī~ 

“Mirage Knight is here!” As Jerry watches the Winter Soldier slowly waking up and getting nervous, the 

computer behind him rings two times and Mirage Knight arrived. 

Shout! 

The next second after Jerry turns around, a figure rushes in from outside the League of Defender base. It 

is Mirage Knight. Without a hurry to see Tom and the Winter soldiers, Mirage Knight stops in front of 

Jerry. 

“Jerry, how’s it going?” Mirage Knight asks nervously as he pauses in front of Jerry. 



“Two of them are already awake, and the others are about to wake up. The two who woke up didn’t 

overreact and just stayed there.” Hearing Mirage Knight’s words, Jerry answers quickly. 

“Did you find out the other people’s identities?” Mirage Knight asked after sensing the situation of the 

Winter Soldiers in the back. 

Before Mirage Knight left, he asked Jerry to check the real identities of these Winter Soldiers. After all, 

Tom was deceived by Hydra, so the rest should be in the same category and Lin Rui would also know 

how to deal with these people. However, that was something that Lin Rui had to do after he let them 

recover their memories. 

“Except for Tom Smith, there are three other people whose identities have been found. However, I 

didn’t found any information about the remaining two people. And, according to the information you 

gave me about Winter Soldiers, I think they all seem to be young people, but there may be a big age gap 

between them.” While answering Mirage Knight’s question, Jerry tapped on the keyboard. 

Call! 

“This is the profile of the people who have been identified.” Pushing the computer screen in the 

direction of Mirage Kight, Jerry pointed to the information of the three people on the screen. 

Looking at the information of the three people on the computer screen, Lin Rui also had to admit that 

Jerry’s talents in this area are still very strong. The identity information of the three people displayed on 

the computer shows that the oldest of them is already 65 years old. It seems that Hydra has spent 

decades studying the upgraded version of Winter Soldier. During this time, it is not known how many of 

them were frozen. They are all innocent people. 

Kakaka! 

“Ok, good. Why don’t you check on Deadpool first, and I’ll take a look at this side.” The clenched hands 

crackled as Lin Rui spoke to Jerry with a final push of anger. 

“Okay.” Knowing that Mirage Knight wanted to communicate with those Winter Soldiers alone, Jerry 

nodded and went towards Deadpool’s location. Although Mirage Knight guarantees that Deadpool is not 

dead, Jerry has not yet seen any signs of Recovery in Deadpool. Jerry really hoped that he can really 

wake up. 

Hula ~ 

After Jerry left, Lin Rui walked towards the back and reached the position of Tom and other Winter 

Soldier. As Lin Rui walked over, the remaining Winter Soldiers also woke up one after another. They 

simply broke free of the simple chains and leaned in the corner like Tom with their hands and feet tied 

with Adamantium cuffs. 

Call ~ 

After finding someone approaching, Tom and others raised their heads and looked forward. At this time, 

the upgraded Winter Soldier brainwashed by Hydra were all prisoners of Lin Rui. However, they did not 

have the slightest fear and looked coldly at the coming Lin Rui. 

Da ~ 



Seeing Tom looking at him with cold eyes, Lin Rui felt guilty for Tom’s encounter with Hydra. However, 

Lin Rui only sighed for a moment. He knew that it was not the time to be weak. He needed to rescue 

Tom and these innocent people. 

“Tom Smith, Denny Williams, Jay Henry, Ben Frank, and two other Anonymous, do you know what is 

happening right now?” Holding the identity information of these people compiled by Jerry, Lin Rui 

looked at the Winter Soldier in front and said quietly. 

When shouting Tom and the few Winter Soldiers whose name he knew, Lin Rui paid special attention to 

their expression changes. However, Lin Rui was disappointed that their eyes did not change at all and 

they did not respond to their names at all. 

Faced with the silence of Tom and others, Lin Rui was not surprised at all. This is not the first time that 

Lin Rui had dealt with Winter Soldier. The Original Winter Soldier Bucky was the prototype of these 

upgraded Winter Soldier, and Bucky was about to remember. Therefore, Lin Rui must be patient at this 

time. 

Call! 

After a few clicks on the tablet, Lin Rui threw the tablet directly towards Tom. Tom, who had been 

paying attention to Lin Rui’s movements, had his hands locked, but still caught the tablet. 

“Look at it.” Lin Rui said quietly when Tom took the tablet. Then, without waiting for Tom’s answer, Lin 

Rui had turned and left. 

After Lin Rui left, Tom looked down at the tablet on his hand, and several photos were now displayed on 

the tablet’s screen. At the center is a family portrait of three people, they are parents and his young son 

and this son is Tom. 

Looking at the photos on the tablet, Tom’s cold eyes gradually showed some other expressions. 

Chapter 387 Indifference 

When Lin Rui went to see those Winter Soldiers, Jerry had walked to the bed where Deadpool was lying. 

After carefully observingDeadpool’s situation, Jerry still did not feel any signs of Deadpool being alive. 

Various instruments connected to Deadpool also showed that the person in front of him was a corpse 

with no brain waves at all. 

“Huhh! I hope Mirage Knight’s persistence is right, otherwise, or else it will be another blow to us!” 

Crouching down by the bed of a Deadpool, Jerry looked at Wade’s heavily burned face and whispered. 

Dada ~ 

Just as Jerry crouched next to Deadpool with emotion, there was a slight footstep behind him. Hearing 

the movement, Jerry turned his head and saw Mirage Knight walking towards this side. 

Call ~ 

“How are they? Is there a way to remind them of their past memories? I heard that it is almost 

impossible for such brainwashed fighters to recover. Even if they can remember their past, there would 

still be some gap in their memories and it will drive them insane.” Standing by the bed, Jerry looked at 



Mirage Knight and asked quietly. Although Deadpool is still dead, Jerry instinctively doesn’t want to 

disturb his rest. 

Without immediately answering Jerry’s questions, Mirage Knight first walked towards the side of 

Deadpool’s bed and carefully looked at Deadpool’s situation. Lin Rui’s worried expression disappeared. 

If there was only a trace of vitality in Deadpool before, then relying on that vitality, his body has now 

revived one or two cells. It’s slow, but it’s better than nothing. 

“I don’t know if I can let them recover their memories for the time being, but I will do my best. As for 

the consequences of the insanity you spoke, this can only be seen after they recover their memories.” 

With regard to Jerry’s questions, Lin Rui has no particularly good answer. 

If Lin Rui had many Reward Points then he could definitely redeem special items that will allow Tom and 

other Winter Soldiers to remember and recover. However, Lin Rui does not have enough Reward Points 

for now. There are very few items that have an effect on memory and the brain, and they require many 

Reward Points to redeem them. 

However, Lin Rui does not know whether it would hurt Tom if he recalled the memory by himself. 

However, now Lin Rui can only try to stimulate Tom’s memory. If Lin Rui and Tom’s luck broke out, Tom 

might have remembered something by seeing his previous photos and videos. 

“Well, I’ll see if we can find out who the other two are. However, since Hydra has cryogenics technology, 

then the remaining two people may be more ancient people, and their data won’t be in any computer.” 

Hearing Lin Rui’s answer, Jerry nodded helplessly and then continued. 

Regarding the Winter Soldiers, Jerry can’t do much now. In addition to the identities of the few people 

he had found, the remaining two are either the people trained by Hydra or they are from a time before 

computer, at that time, the identity of the person would not be on the Internet and it would be near 

impossible for Jerry to find anything. 

“Jerry, you have done a good job. Just try your best. As for the Winter Soldiers, I will find a way to put 

them in a safe place.” After hearing Jerry’s words, Mirage Knight patted the enthusiastic hacker in front 

of him. 

Lin Rui knows that Jerry wanted to help out in these things, but some things can’t be helped. Jerry’s 

ability needs to be used in the right place. 

“I know, by the way, what’s the situation with Deadpool? I think he is now…” Jerry, encouraged by 

Mirage Knight, felt a little better and then turned his attention to Deadpool on the bed again. 

“Deadpool will recover, but it will take a little longer. Rest assured, I will not lie to you. According to his 

current recovery situation, you can see a lively Deadpool again in about a week or so.” Knowing that 

Jerry was also worried about Deadpool, Lin Rui replied a little lighter. 

One or two cells are now alive in Deadpool, so the gene therapy Serum previously injected and the Elven 

Holy Spring Water fed to him will work. With the help of these two powerful healing items and his 

Recovery ability, Deadpool would have been able to recover quickly if not for the severity of his injury. 

“That’s good, then let Deadpool stay here. I won’t go out during this time and just watch him here.” 

After receiving Lin Rui’s answer, Jerry continued. 



“Yep……” 

Call! 

“Ah!!!” 

Just when Lin Rui wanted to say something, a sudden cry came from the position where Tom and several 

of their Winter Soldiers were locked. Accompanied by a yell of chains breaking free. 

“Stay here.” Lin Rui rushed over without letting Jerry follow him. 

Boom! 

When Lin Rui and Jerry were talking, several people on Tom’s side had already seen the tablet that Lin 

Rui threw to Tom. In addition to the photos and videos of the Tom family on this tablet, there are some 

real-life images of three other identified individuals that Jerry can find. 

After watching the photos and videos on the tablet, Tom didn’t react. Then he threw it out with a cold 

face and the tablet was taken by others. While others watched the photos and videos on the tablet, one 

of the Winter Soldiers seemed to think of something and screamed with his hand on his head after 

watching what he was doing in real life. He began to frantically break away from the alloy chain that 

locked himself, and constantly rushed outward. 

Boom! 

As this man yelled and struggled frantically, Tom, who had been watching him coldly for a while, 

suddenly stood up from behind him and chopped towards his neck. The power of this strike was so great 

that the yelling person fell to the ground with a straight head tilt and fainted again. 

Call! 

When Lin Rui hurried over after he heard the cry, he just saw Tom stun him. Lin Rui’s eyes flashed and 

his footsteps slowed down, he walked in front of several of them. Staring at the man who fainted on the 

ground again, Lin Rui already knew who he was. 

“Jay Henry, the one who is already in his sixties. It seems that as they get older, the longer they remain 

frozen, the less their memory is sealed. But aren’t those two who are left more ancient?” Knowing the 

identity of the man on the ground, Lin Rui thought to herself. 

Judging from the performance of Jay Henry just now, he obviously remembered something. This shows 

that Lin Rui’s method is still useful. Thinking about it, Lin Rui’s eyes looked towards Tom. However, to Lin 

Rui’s disappointment, nothing as changed in Tom and his eyes are still as cold as ever. It seems that the 

memory images about him don’t touch him. 

“It seems that they have to be transferred earlier. This base is still too small, and I don’t know when 

these people will go crazy.” After observing the status of several other people, Lin Rui thought silently. 

Although the Guardian Base is already a relatively stable base after everyone’s transformation, the 

combat power of these upgraded Winter Soldiers should not be underestimated. If these Winter 

Soldiers went crazy, Jerry will be scared to death, not to say if they could do any damage. 



Then, instead of staying here, Lin Rui turned around and left. He wanted to contact Tony and ask him to 

help find a place where these Winter Soldiers could be held. 

After Lin Rui left, the standing Tom slowly sat down again. Tom sat down and picked up the tablet that 

was thrown aside, and turned over the page of his profile. 

“Tom Smith? Who is that?…” 

… 

Chapter 388 Transfer 

The next day, with Tony’s help, Lin Rui, Peter, and Harry all transferred Tom and others to a very 

concealed and highly defensive base in Tony’s name, ensuring that Tom and his friends could not get out 

even if they were not locked. 

After moving here, Lin Rui separated Tom and the other upgraded Winter Soldiers, and everyone was 

locked in a separate room. Lin Rui paid special attention to Jay Henry who had reacted to the videos and 

pictures of his previous life, Lin Rui paid attention to his mental condition, to see if he would remember 

it by himself. 

However, what disappointed Lin Rui was that although Jay Henry responded to those images, he was 

completely unlike a sensible person, he was getting crazy. Lin Rui had no choice but to keep him in a 

comatose state so that he could be quiet. 

“Are we going to just keep them here? What if they didn’t recover?” Peter looked at Lin Rui and said in a 

deep voice while watching Tom in the room through the one-way transparent glass wall. 

Seeing what Tom looks like now, Peter, as Tom’s classmate, is also very upset. However, they did not 

have a better way to make Tom recover quickly. 

Last night, Lin Rui had injected these Winter Soldiers with Osborn’s Beginner gene therapy Serum. 

However, Gene Therapy Serum didn’t seem to repair Tom’s mental damage. The memory that he can’t 

even remember can’t be recovered. Tom still looked at them with a cold expression on his face. For 

Tom, Mirage Knight, Spiderman, and Harry are all his mission goals. 

“We can only do this for the time being. Before they recover their memory, every one of them is very 

dangerous. As for their Recovery, we should have a way after we eliminate Hydra.” Lin Rui looks at the 

cold face of Tom in the room and replied. 

Lin Rui does not have enough Reward Points now, but as long as Hydra is eliminated, Lin Rui believes 

that the Reward Points he would receive after the completion of this Mainline Quest would make him 

rich. So, by that time, if Tom hasn’t recovered yet, Lin Rui can also exchange special items from the 

System Shop to help him. 

“Well, I believe you have some way. So, are we going to start our counterattack now.” Peter clenched 

his fists and said after hearing Lin Rui’s answer. 

The sudden attack of Hydra exposed the existence of the Space Infinity Stone and finally brought some 

damage to the League of Defender, SHIELD, and X-Men. Well, Lin Rui would not have swallowed it, 

especially since they were already hostile. 



“Of course! However, I need to talk to Captain Rogers first. There are some decisions he needs to make.” 

Lin Rui answered in the affirmative and then continued. 

There has been no contact from the League of Defender on the SHIELD side since the battle ended 

yesterday. It’s probably because of Captain Rogers. Apparently unsatisfied with SHIELD’s performance in 

yesterday’s fight, CaptainRogers has not been out of the house since returning home, and Fury has not 

sought him out. 

“Captain Rogers? Is he here?” Peter’s mood suddenly increased when he heard Lin Rui’s words. It seems 

that Peter who has taken Captain America as an example since childhood, even if he has seen the real 

person, is still excited every time he sees Rogers. 

“Well, I have contacted Captain Rogers and he is already on the way.” Lin Rui answered truthfully, 

knowing Peter’s mood. 

Although Captain Rogers has been at home since yesterday and has not gone out, the contact form 

Mirage Knight was impossible to miss. So, after hearing Mirage Knight say something to him, Rogers left 

the house quietly. Without the SHIELD agent finding his trail, Rogers was on his way. 

“Then can I ask Captain Rogers for an autograph after you have finished speaking? I still don’t have 

Captain America’s signature yet?” Peter asked with a little excitement knowing that Rogers was coming 

soon. In front of his idol, the serious atmosphere just now broke away a lot. 

“Uh … Speaking of his autograph, I already have Captain Rogers’s signature here. That’s what I asked 

him when I took him to New York. Of course, I have yours too but I kept forgetting about it all the time.” 

Hearing Peter mentioning the autograph, Lin Rui remembered that he had asked Captain Rogers to sign 

before. 

In addition to Captain America’s signature, Lin Rui also has Iron Man Tony’s signature. Of course, now it 

is too easy for Lin Rui to ask for Tony’s signature, so the signature Lin Rui asked for at the very beginning 

has been kept in check. 

“Jackson?! Did you take Captain America to New York alone?! Why didn’t you tell me?!” Peter almost 

jumped when he heard Lin Rui. With this opportunity to get in touch with his idol, Peter thought Jackson 

was hogging too much attention. 

“At that time, the news of Captain Rogers’s resurrection was still confidential, so I didn’t tell you. And 

later, you have already seen Captain Rogers in person.” Lin Rui said silently when he saw Peter’s 

excitement. 

As for Harry who had stood aside, he had never spoken. Although Harry also admired Captain America, 

he was not as excited as Peter. Moreover, the identity of the Oscorp director made Harry not act like a 

high school student like Peter. 

Buzz ~~ 

Just as Peter was ready to ask Lin Rui about what happened when he took Rogers to New York, Lin Rui’s 

mobile phone vibrated. Picking up the phone and glancing at it, it was Captain Rogers. Without delay, Lin 

Rui has connected the phone. 



“Mirage Knight, I’ve arrived.” As soon as the phone was connected, Rogers’ voice came from it. 

“Okay, I’ll be there soon.” Lin Rui promised and walked out. Lin Rui gave Rogers a location five 

kilometers from the secret factory of Tony to avoid being discovered by SHIELD. 

“I’m coming with you too.” Hearing Lin Rui talk to Rogers, Peter yelled and followed Lin Rui. 

“Then I will stay here, you both go,” Harry said calmly while standing on the spot. The base had been 

emptied by Tony, and now someone must be left behind for now. 

“Well, we will come back soon.” With a nod, Lin Rui and Peter have quickly left the base. 

Huh ~ 

After stepping out of the base gate, Lin Rui and Peter quickly got onto a mountain bike and a car and 

rushed toward Captain Rogers’s location. At a distance of five kilometers, Lin Rui and Peter will be able 

to return quickly, but they obviously cannot run back on the road with Rogers. 

Chapter 389 Joins 

When Lin Rui and Peter drove their respective vehicles to pick up Roger and bring him to Tony’s secret 

factory, Tony was in his luxurious office on the top floor of the Stark Industries building. During this time, 

Tony no longer continued to study the upgraded version of Iron Man Armor, the E Grade Aerospace 

Warship is the top priority of Tony’s research. 

Moreover, although Tony had built some Magic class Iron Man, they are not perfect and the magic 

attack power is not as good as conventional physical attacks. Venom is now kept as a pet, and as long as 

he doesn’t let anyone come to him, he can keep him weak. So for now, Tony hasn’t found a way to use 

Venom. 

Now, Tony has just arranged Lin Rui’s matter and he is talking with Fury on the phone. SHIELD always 

knew that Mirage Knight was flying around, so he couldn’t wait for Mirage Knight’s contact, and Fury 

took the initiative to contact Tony. In Fury’s opinion, Mirage Knight went to Tony for the first time and 

he must have said something to him. 

“Fury, I have already said everything. Mirage Knight said that he was also surprised seeing Hydra has 

that kind of technology. However, as long as we concentrate on eliminating Hydra completely, it would 

be no problem.” Leaning on his comfortable sofa, Tony talked to Fury with a glass of red wine in his 

hand. 

“I know you have a lot of questions, I have them too. If you want to get news from Mirage Knight, you 

should ask him yourself, I don’t think Mirage Knight would refuse you.” 

“Okay, I have a lot of things to do here and I still have a lot of experimental work to do. By the way, I 

forgot to tell you something.” 

“I have modified that Large Anti-Gravity Engine. If you have time, you can come and get it from me. I 

have no time to send it to you.” 

“So, bye.” 



After a few words, Tony finally notified Fury to send someone to pick up the Large Anti-Gravity Engine 

and hung up the phone. Tony finally told Fury enough news that he temporarily forgot to find Mirage 

Knight. After all, with a Large Anti-Gravity Engine, SHIELD’s Helicarriers can really fly. They have taken a 

big step. 

“Fury! You were quite happy to hear that the Large Anti-Gravity Engine has been transformed. If you 

know that we are now trying to get you out of office, I don’t know what expressions you would have.” 

Tony, who hung up, murmured, it was clear that Tony was looking forward to Fury’s reaction. 

Call! 

“Okay, JARVIS, it’s time to do things! There is a lot of black material in SHIELD. Let’s find Fury’s black 

history, it should be enough for the World Security Directors to push him out of SHIELD.” After drinking 

his glass of wine, Tony stood up from the sofa and shouted loudly. After shouting, Tony had walked to 

the office desk next to the window. 

“Yes, sir, I am looking forward to paying a visit to Maya.” As Tony walked to the desk, JARVIS’s voice that 

was filled with anticipation came out. 

Maya, SHIELD’s intelligent system. In terms of intelligence, Maya is no less inferior to JARVIS. However, 

during this time JARVIS has self-improved a lot on his “Human Nature”, collecting blackmail materials on 

Fury from within SHIELD, JARVIS is looking forward to fighting another intelligent system. 

“Let’s get started!” With his hands on the keyboard, Tony spoke with an unusually serious voice. 

Kakaka! 

… 

In a room in the secret factory that Tony arranged for Lin Rui, Rogers was sitting on the sofa in front of 

Mirage Knight. Mirage Knight has already told Rogers his plans and some other things and the 

atmosphere is a little serious now. 

“Mirage Knight, are you sure? Does Hydra really have an Infinity Stone.” After understanding the power 

of Infinity Stone, Rogers looked Mirage Knight in front of him and asked seriously. 

As for what Mirage Knight just said, Rogers, like Tony and Professor Charles, chose to believe that, Roger 

might not have believed this a few months ago, but since he woke up, Roger had found that the world 

has changed a lot, there are many things here that cannot be explained by common sense. 

Therefore, if the earth has a Universe-Level item like Infinity Stone, Rogers thinks it is not unbelievable. 

Moreover, Mirage Knight is a very mysterious character, and Rogers now wonders whether Mirage 

Knight is an alien or not. Because as Captain America, he knows a lot about SHIELD’s secrets, Roger 

knows that there are some aliens on Earth. 

“There’s no such thing as a 100 percent certainty because I know Infinity Stone, and I know that each of 

them is incredibly powerful. But, as I said, the Infinity Stones are Universe Class Items and they have to 

have very strict conditions for someone to achieve their power, and I think Hydra obviously does not 

fulfill such conditions.” Knowing what Rogers was worried about, Lin Rui then replied. 



In fact, it is quite surprising that Hydra can develop a Stable Space Gate from the Magic Cube and they 

could also develop that powerful space attack. In the original story, the professor in SHIELD who studied 

Magic Cube developed the space gate leading to the universe because of Loki’s influence. 

However, the plot has changed so much now that Lin Rui can only regard Hydra’s current technology as 

a plot. However, Lin Rui still believed that the strength they had assembled was enough to destroy 

Hydra. Even if the plot has been changed by a lot, Hydra can’t really use the space Infinity Stone 

completely. The Stable Space Door and that Space Attack behind it should have been Hydra’s strongest 

attack last time. 

“So, as long as we are prepared, even if Hydra has Infinity Stone, it wouldn’t be a concern.” Finally, Lin 

Rui said seriously. 

“Okay, I will support you. Were you also serious about the Earth Federation? I am also very interested in 

that!” After receiving a positive answer from Lin Rui, Rogers finally expressed his position. 

The establishment of the Earth Federation to eliminate all the terrorist forces on earth was originally 

Rogers’ dream. After being dug out of the ice, Rogers, who was found and promoted by SHIELD, has long 

recognized the deficiencies of SHIELD. Such an organization is far from helping Steve Rogers build his 

ideal world. 

So, after Mirage Knight made such a very attractive suggestion, Steve Rogers, the boy with big dreams 

who came out of Brooklyn sixty years ago, once again felt his original enthusiasm. However, this time 

their goal is no longer just to eliminate Hydra to win the war. Their goal has surpassed the country and 

has risen to the level of planetary civilization. 

“By the way, Mirage Knight, I still have something to ask you.” After reaching an agreement with Mirage 

Knight, Rogers blinked and suddenly said. 

“Well? What’s the matter?” 

“I heard that you have caught many Winter Soldiers, is that true?” 

Chapter 390 Perseverance 

Hearing what Rogers said, Lin Rui was a little bit stunned but he quickly reacted. It turned out that 

Rogers was still thinking about the unfound Bucky Barnes, Hydra’s previous Winter Soldier. 

Mirage Knight and Captain Rogers had already finished talking about Hydra and Infinity Stone, and even 

Mirage Knight’s own plan to establish the Earth Federation and he has also talked to Captain Rogers 

about the matter of the World Security Council. He also thought that Rogers should be concerned about 

these matters even if he had any doubts, but he didn’t expect him to ask about Winter Soldiers in the 

end. 

“Yes, in that battle, Hydra also dispatched several Winter Soldiers. I didn’t kill them as I wanted to catch 

them. I have locked them in this secret base.” Mirage Knight did not conceal anything from Captain 

Rogers and answered truthfully. 

Call ~ 



Hearing Lin Rui’s answer, Captain Rogers’s mood clearly fluctuated. Just now Mirage Knight had told him 

about Infinity Stone and the establishment of the Earth Federation and Roger was also shocked, but it 

was completely different from his current mood changes. 

“Are they … the same as Bucky? Do they have no previous memories, are they just some killing machines 

of Hydra?” Rogers asked while unconsciously tightening his fists as he suppressed his emotions and calm 

himself down. 

“Yes, they have been brainwashed. Compared with Colonel Bucky Barnes, these people are brainwashed 

on a deep level and now I can only shut them up temporarily, I am waiting to see if I can find a way to 

help them find their previous memories after eliminating Hydra.” Mirage Knight sighed silently in 

response to Rogers’ nervous expression and answered. 

Since Hydra can brainwash these people, then there should be a special method that they use to 

restrain these Winter Soldiers, otherwise, Tom will not insist on completing his mission after being 

captured. As far as Lin Rui knows, Bucky’s control method is recorded in a small book, which is a series 

of special Russian words that can make Bucky go crazy. 

Moreover, when Hydra was cleared out of SHIELD a few months ago, Lin Rui asked JARVIS to help 

intercept some of the materials that contained the whereabouts of the small book. Now, Lin Rui has 

already obtained the seemingly insignificant important item and has avoided the bad things that Bucky 

would unwillingly do when someone got the book in the future. 

If Tom and his upgraded Winter Soldiers are controlled the same way as Bucky, then Lin Rui can 

experiment with the words in that small book, but he hasn’t had time to do it yet. However, Lin Rui 

thinks that it should be unlikely. Since they are an upgraded version of Winter Soldiers, their control 

method should have been improved. Lin Rui always finds it unbelievable that one can control these 

Super Fighters with some special words. 

“Do you know their identity? I know you have a friend who was captured by Hydra before. Are you 

keeping them here because of him?” Rogers asked after hearing Mirage Knight’s words. Although it was 

a question, Rogers was very sure about the answer to his last question. 

Lin Rui’s eyes flashed as he didn’t know when he had exposed the news that his friend was captured by 

Hydra, maybe he had accidentally expressed it before. But it doesn’t matter anymore, now Tom has 

been caught by Lin Rui, and he has the chance to recover. 

“We already know a few of their identity, I also took photos and videos of their family members to 

stimulate their memories, but the results are not very good. I think the key is still in Hydra’s 

brainwashing method, and the best way to solve this problem is to get it from them.” With a nod, 

Mirage Knight answered seriously. 

“So … do you have any news about Bucky? I know you have no obligation to help me find Bucky, but I 

haven’t found him yet.” Staring at Mirage Knight’s eyes in the mask, Rogers suddenly changed the 

subject and asked about Bucky’s whereabouts. 

Of course, Lin Rui was already prepared for this question from Rogers. When Rogers started asking 

those Winter Soldiers he caught, Lin Rui knew that Rogers would ask about his friend. 



“No, Colonel Bucky Barnes has completely disappeared after leaving Hydra, and I have no news of him. 

However, if you have not been able to find him, I suggest you go to some remote countries, such as 

Wakanda.” Shaking his head, Lin Rui said he didn’t know where Bucky was now. 

However, Lin Rui, who remembered the plot, still gave Rogers a clue, that is, Wakanda, the hometown 

of Black Panther in Marvel World, a rich and remote country. Although he is not sure about the current 

timeline and plot but this is the most important reminder that Lin Rui can give to Rogers. If Bucky is 

really hiding in Wakanda, it would be Rogers’ luck. If Bucky is not there then Lin Rui can’t do anything. 

He can only find him later. 

Lin Rui was also worried that Bucky’s killing of Tony’s parents would be exposed and when that time 

comes, there will be a battle between Tony and Rogers, but now Lin Rui has no time to manage this. 

Hydra needs to be destroyed first. In the process, Lin Rui will destroy their Siberia branch and Bucky’s 

data will not be leaked. 

Although this seems unfair to Tony as he may never know the truth about his parents’ death but Lin Rui 

feels that there is no need to let Tony go through that sorrow. Finding the culprit who killed his parents 

may not be good for him. Now that Tony has changed from being a playboy to being a responsible hero, 

Lin Rui does not want him to bear the burden of revenge because of the death of his parents. 

“Wakanda?!” Rogers’ face was filled with surprise when he heard Mirage Knight’s words. 

Originally, Rogers only asked Mirage Knight this question with a hint of hope, because Lin Rui had 

already told him that he did not know Bucky’s whereabouts. But this time, Lin Rui gave him a 

destination, although he was very uncertain but at least he now got a direction. 

In addition to this, Rogers was also surprised by the name of the country, Wakanda. In SHIELD’s records, 

Wakanda is a very special country. Although this country is small, it is very affluent and it produces many 

rare items, including the material that created Captain Rogers’s Shield: Vibranium. 

“Thank you, Mirage Knight, I will always remember your help!” After sorting out his excitement, Captain 

Rogers said seriously. 

“I also want to thank Captain for supporting my plan. After all, not everyone has the courage to do so. 

Also, if our plan is successful, SHIELD will still need you to control it.” Thanking Rogers, Lin Rui replied 

with a smile. 

“Relax, I was born during World War II, and I was very skilled in some things.” Rogers also smiled back 

when he heard Lin Rui’s words. At the beginning of World War II, in order to recruit troops, the 

experimentally successful Rogers was directly sent to the whole country for recruiting activities. He is 

also well trained in some diplomatic and other methods. 

Then, Captain Rogers had to leave. Although he avoided SHIELD’s agents, it was better to go back earlier 

so as not to attract some unwanted attention. Before leaving, Peter leaned over to Rogers’s side and 

asked for several autographs as well as some selfies. 

“Goodbye, Mirage Knight, I look forward to the success of our plan.” 

“Yes, Captain Rogers.” 



 


